cornish concrete products

Structural
Precast Solutions

Environment and Quality
CCP takes its environmental
responsibilities very seriously
and is accredited with the
Environmental Management
System ISO14001.

Furthermore, by choosing
a precast concrete solution,
the proliferation of waste and
the risk of contamination are
greatly reduced.

The company is also a founder
signatory of the British Precast
Sustainability Charter, and one
of the first companies in the UK
to be accredited with BES6001,
the Code for Responsible
Sourcing, achieving a “Very
Good” status across its entire
product range.

Customers can take advantage
of the material’s inherent
thermal mass which when used
within the internal fabric of
a building acts as a dampening
mechanism for the external
temperature and hence reduces
energy demand from heating
and cooling.

www.cornishconcrete.co.uk

Structural Precast

abbey crescent
Originally conceived as an insitu concrete
frame, CCP delivered a hybrid precast
concrete solution to this mixed use six
storey development, complete with its
own multi-storey car park.
CCP combined precast columns with
steel delta beams, twin walls and
crosswall construction to the core and
lateral stability walls. Demidec and hollow
core floors were also manufactured
in conjunction with curved cantilever
balcony sections to the front façade.

Structural
Precast Solutions
/ Ground & Edge Beams
/ Retaining Walls
/ Crosswall Construction
/ Hybrid Precast Frames
/ Twin Walls
/ Staircases
/ Loading Bays
/ Seating & Terracing
/ COLUMNS
/ BASEMENTS
/ Floors
- Hollow Core Floor
- Demidec
- Beam & Block

Founded in 1978, Cornish Concrete Products (CCP)
is established as one of the UK’s leading designers,
manufacturers and installers of architectural and structural
precast concrete solutions.
Delivering standard and bespoke solutions, CCP always
welcomes the opportunity to develop precast solutions with
customers, whether for aesthetic considerations or for finding
the right structural outcome for a particular project.
CCP seeks to maintain the highest levels of quality in all
aspects of its operations and these are reflected by its
achievements as the winner of several Concrete Society
Awards as well as its ISO9001 certification.

CCP is a founder member of the Architectural
and Structural Precast Association (ASPA).
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